Finding Flickr Images with Open Licenses in Canvas

If you want to add an image to a page, assignment, etc., use the right menu in Canvas to insert images. Click “Find images on flickr creative commons.” (Creative Commons is one open license that many people use.)

Find an image you want to use. Click on the image to embed it in Canvas.
Once the image appears in Canvas, right click on it and choose “Open Link in New Window.”

This will take you to the Flickr page where that image came from. Notice that the image creator, image title, and open license appear below the image. Click the “Some rights reserved text” to see what type of open license the creator chose for that image.
This page shows you the open license details for this particular image. Notice that you’re free to share and adapt this image, but you must give appropriate credit to the image creator.

There is a tool to help you create attributions. Go to http://www.openwa.org/ and click on “Open Attribution Builder” at the top right of the screen.
Locate the title, creator (author), and license information of the image you are going to use and enter the relevant information into the Builder. The Builder will generate the attribution for you.

Add the attribution to your Canvas course under the image.
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